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Oregon Medical Marijuana Program 

 

 Tina Kotek, Governor 
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February 16, 2023 
MEDICAL MARIJUANA INFORMATION BULLETIN 2023-01 
 
Subject:  Heavy metal and microbiological contaminants testing effective March 1, 
2023 
___________________________________________________________________________
 
The Oregon Health Authority (OHA) writes rules for testing cannabis that affect both the 
medical and adult use cannabis markets. This bulletin serves as a reminder that there are 
new cannabis tests that will be required starting March 1, 2023. You may review the testing 
rules, found in Chapter 333 Divisions 7 and 64, in full at healtheroregon.org/ommprules.  
 
Any cannabis item harvested or manufactured on or after March 1, 2023, will need to be 
tested for heavy metals and microbiological contaminants in accordance with rule.  
 
Additional resources may be found at the end of this bulletin.  
 
Q: What “heavy metals” are being tested for? 
A: The heavy metals compliance test will be looking for arsenic, cadmium, lead, and mercury. 
 
Q: What “microbiological contaminants” are being tested for? 
A: The microbiological contaminants compliance test will be looking for pathogenic 
Aspergillus flavus, A. fumigatus, A. niger and A. terreus, Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia 
coli, and Salmonella species. 
 
Q: Can I composite for microbiological contaminants and heavy metals just like I can 
composite for pesticides? 
A: These tests may be performed on composited samples of marijuana and usable marijuana 
just like what is allowed under current testing requirements. 
 
Q: What happens when a batch fails for heavy metals? 
A: If a sample from a batch of a marijuana, usable marijuana, finished inhalable cannabinoid 
product, or industrial hemp-derived vapor item fails heavy metal testing, the batch may not be 
remediated and must be destroyed in a manner specified by OHA, the Oregon Liquor and 
Cannabis Commission (OLCC), or the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA). 
 
If a sample from a cannabinoid concentrate or extract fails heavy metal testing, the batch 
may be remediated using procedures that would reduce the concentration of heavy metals to 
less than the action level. As a reminder, dilution is not a form of remediation. A batch that is 
remediated must be re-sampled and re-tested for all required tests.  
 

https://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/DISEASESCONDITIONS/CHRONICDISEASE/MEDICALMARIJUANAPROGRAM/Pages/legal.aspx
https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/displayDivisionRules.action?selectedDivision=1222
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Q: What happens when a batch fails for microbiological contaminants? 
A: If a sample from a batch of marijuana or usable marijuana fails microbiological 
contaminant testing, the batch may either be remediated using a sterilization process or be 
used to make a cannabinoid concentrate or extract if the processing method effectively 
sterilizes the batch, such as a method using a hydrocarbon solvent or CO2 extraction system. 
 
If a sample from a batch of a cannabinoid concentrate, extract, finished inhalable cannabinoid 
product, or industrial hemp-derived vapor item fails microbiological contaminant testing, the 
batch may be further processed if the processing method effectively sterilizes the batch, such 
as a method using a hydrocarbon solvent or CO2 extraction system. 
A batch that is remediated through a sterilization process as outlined above must be re-
sampled and re-tested for all required tests.  
 
A batch that fails microbiological contaminant testing after undergoing remediation through a 
sterilization process as outlined above must be destroyed in a manner specified by the OHA 
or OLCC. 
 
Resources 
Rules regarding heavy metal testing may be found under OAR 333-007-0415. 
Rules regarding microbiological contaminants testing may be found under OAR 333-007-
0390. 
Rules regarding failed compliance tests may be found under OAR 333-007-0450.  
For an outline of testing requirements for each marijuana item type see the testing guide. 
Additional guidance documents may be found at healthoregon.org/marijuanatesting 
 
Questions may be emailed to ommp.labs@odhsoha.oregon.gov 
 
 
 
 

https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/viewSingleRule.action;JSESSIONID_OARD=gXsPFeqqJtkYc9gAwsdxfSQwxb2_aSXj_o0fS8CAv13x7NsG_zH4!-1441486436?ruleVrsnRsn=287427
https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/viewSingleRule.action;JSESSIONID_OARD=gXsPFeqqJtkYc9gAwsdxfSQwxb2_aSXj_o0fS8CAv13x7NsG_zH4!-1441486436?ruleVrsnRsn=287424
https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/viewSingleRule.action;JSESSIONID_OARD=gXsPFeqqJtkYc9gAwsdxfSQwxb2_aSXj_o0fS8CAv13x7NsG_zH4!-1441486436?ruleVrsnRsn=287424
https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/viewSingleRule.action?ruleVrsnRsn=287474
https://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/DISEASESCONDITIONS/CHRONICDISEASE/MEDICALMARIJUANAPROGRAM/Documents/Cannabis_Testing_Quick_Guide.pdf
https://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/DISEASESCONDITIONS/CHRONICDISEASE/MEDICALMARIJUANAPROGRAM/Pages/testing.aspx
mailto:ommp.labs@odhsoha.oregon.gov

